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While
I don't have the time I used to to indulge my photography side. I've had to leave 
 that to the real pros in recent years, but I'm excited to share with you a few pics of
a project we FINALLY got to photograph in March - just before the latest
lockdown happened.

Summer
Yay!!! The smell of greening grass, garden soil warming up, birds 

chirping and brighter days are here.  Driving around with the top open the other
day and Paul Simon's Kodachrome came on the radio.  That's just one of those
feel good diddy's right? - yep I said diddy - haha.  Perfect summer song and I can't
help singing along with that one..  
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'makes me think all the world's a sunny day - oh yah!'

'I got a Ni---kon camera' (I really do) and 'I love to take a photograph'

So here's to sunny days ahead!
                               ohh-yah!

Spring and Summer always makes me want to throw open the windows, and
start indulging my colourful side, and this issue does just that.  You'll find eye-
popping art, bold and colour-drenched fabrics, outdoor furniture that will take
relaxing to the next level.  

Get ready to have your spirits lifted, your mood lightened and your home ready
for a summer of stay-cations.  I hear all the campsites are booked!
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EYE-POPPING
BOLD

UN-APOLOGETIC
ART

CONNECT AND FLOW 50" x 38"



Fluid
CaptivatingART
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BETTA 53

SNOW IN THE CITYSILVER BLOSSOMS

BETTA 52

BETTA 51 BETTA 39
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STANDING UP 36" x 36"

ARTChoose your canvas cloth type
to re-create the look of a master
painting 
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MYSTERY FLOW

WHISPER

FORGOTTEN JOY

LUSH

ART It's what moves you



Approved

ITALIAN STYLE



PATIO TIME

Can you
'Feel the Breeze'?

Cruise Sectional

With stay-cations on the rise it's time to 
take advange of your outdoor space and 
re-design it for maximum aaaahhhhhs! 



PATIO TIMEIt's ok turn your back
...when it's a pretty as this.  

As comfortable as they are pretty!

BALI



PATIO TIME ...a little twiggy
Cast aluminium, powder coated and oh so natural

NAPLES



PATIO TIME Swivel 
Round rope tightly woven and 
cast aluminium powder coated base

SAVAI

360 degree views coming your way



Curated Art, Bespoke Furniture collections 
Accessories and Styling for outstanding interiors 

by Sheridan Interiors Inc.



FABRIC-ate with A couple of yards of pure and vibrant
weaves sure to brighten a spot in your homeColour!



FABRIC-ate with 
Colour!



FABRIC-ate with 
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A couple of yards of pure and vibrant
weaves is a sure way to brighten and

liven up a spot in your home

MARTINIQUE PALM

CHIPS SPRINGS

Colour!



FABRIC-ate with 
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A couple of yards to pure and vibrant
weaves sure to brighten a spot in your home

TRION

STARBURST

Colour!



As seen in cover photo

Multi-Colour Glass uplight with clear
acrylic base.  Sculptural & Functional.

20" high x 14" diam



COLOUR OF THE YEAR

IILLUMINATING

Young, Bright, Playful 

ULTIMAGE GREY



COLOUR OF THE YEAR

CONTEMPORARY

2023-40 
Starbust
B. Moore

2023-50 
Lemon Meringue

B. Moore

HC-169
Coventry Gray 

B. Moore



COLOUR OF THE YEAR

TRANSITIONAL

2023-40 
Starbust
B. Moore

2023-50 
Lemon Meringue

B. Moore

HC-169
Coventry Gray 

B. Moore



Accessories, Wallpaper and Styling
for perfectly finished interiors



These new ceramic lidded vessels made
in Portugal reflect the profile of old-
world carnival tents and will create a
magical landscape on any surface as a
single vase or in a trio.

 ...your home's Best Friend
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OBJETCreating small vignettes 
and joyful 'moments' whenever you walk in
the room. 

MODERN GOLD RINGS

LITHOS
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RUSTIC
that are well-worn and always well loved!

Refinements
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A couple from Ottawa reached out to me

to help them select exterior finishes for

their home renovation. After having

visited new subdivisions and model

homes in the area, they decided to stay

put and commit to a full home renovation

to add much needed space. 
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Stayin put
and movin' on

up!



BEFORE

They loved their neighborhood and neighbors, proximity to work and services, and the

family had put down roots in this area and didn't want to give that up.  They'd already

had plans drawn up for the renovation by the time they contacted me,  but were in

'overwhelm' mode about selecting and coordinating exterior materials.  After consulting

with the clients in determining the style they were looking for, I put together several

options for their project.  The renderings below show what the final outcome will be.
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AFTER



I ended up with 9 different possibilities 
of combination of materials and colours.  
That's a lot I know but. it's better to do this in the planning stages than to make a mistake 
and not LOVE your house when It's all said and done. In the end, with COVID delays, 
 and shortages we ended up compromising on some materials but all in all it will look 
exactly as the renderings.

What We Did 
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Corrugated, Horizontal metal
panels for chimney

Hardy Panels wrap around side of house

-Corrugated Metal Panels for chimney stack
-White brick veneer or Stucco for left portion of front of house and wrapped around side
-Smooth Hardi Panels for right portion of house and wrapped around side in a custom   
  colour
-Black/Charcoal vertical aluminium siding for portico
-LED Light channel going up one side and across top of entrance
-Daylighting canopy to connect garage to chimney and give presence, and balance out    
  the front entry

Brick Veneer or 
Stucco Option

Proposed
Landscaping

Night time elevation
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Options
Here's a look at one of the proposed material and colour combination.  This one has more
of a mid-century vibe, and also fit in well with the neighbouring houses.  

i provided a lot more detail than just these renderings, and we discussed the different
finishes for the back of the house, how to best cap off the chimney with modern chimney
caps, lighting options and I provided a complete set of specifications for their contractor.   

If you or someone you know needs help with selecting and coordinating the RIGHT
materials for your home, find out more about our EXTERIOR SELECTIONS service here to
read about what we do and how it will benefit you and your home.   We offer it for both 
new construction and remodelling.

https://www.sheridaninteriors.ca/exterior-finishes-surface-selections-coordination/


Designing Interiors that Transform and Showcase YOUR life!

To learn more about our design services
and product lines,  give us a call or visit our 

website by clicking on our logo below.

Serving Cornwall, Ottawa and Northern NY State

      613-936-7237        

info@sheridaninterirors.ca

http://www.sheridaninteriors.ca/

